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This study focusses on aiding the understanding of how various material
properties affect rolling the contact fatigue (RCF) and wear of rail steels. This
will support the future development of RCF prediction models, and in the
identification of rail damage mechanisms. Tensile tests were conducted on
several rail steel samples and compared to wear, and RCF data available in
literature (Burstow, 2009), to try and meet the aim of this research. The findings
from this study support the statements that hardness is a good indicator of
ultimate tensile strength and that steel samples from the head and foot of rails
have quite different yield strengths (max 24% difference). The strongest
outcome of this research is data supporting claims that a ratio of the product of
young’s modulus squared and percentage elongation to hardness cubed
((E2*Pe)/H3) had a much better correlation (R2=0.98) to wear data than just
hardness (R2=0.89). As well as this, new ideas for characterizing Mark
Burstow’s whole life rail model have been presented in this study, due to the
importance of understanding how material properties impact rolling contact
fatigue and wear. It is suggested in this study that the Tγ Threshold and Tγ
Balance of a material could be calculated using ultimate tensile strength (UTS)
and not hardness, due to findings showing a higher correlation between the
number of cycles to RCF initiation and UTS (R2 = 1.0), than with hardness (R2
= 0.975).
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INTRODUCTION

Problem statement

Railway wheels and rails are highly susceptible to
damage due to the large forces acting through the
minute contact patch where they interact, over a
high number of cycles of operation. These contact
patches can be as small as ~13mm in diameter
(Hernandez, 2008), meaning that understanding
these forces is a fundamental piece of information
that any rail engineer should consider when
ensuring the safe and economical operation of a
railway (Shebani & Iwnicki, 2016). A photograph of
Huddersfield railway station can be seen in Figure
1.
As time has progressed there has been an increasing
demand on the railway to support trains with higher
axle load capabilities, higher velocities and support
increased rail traffic. These influential factors mean
that the rail industry must ensure that a safe and
maintainable track infrastructure is in place, one
that is tightly monitored to avoid catastrophic
failure due to degradation on the track (Shebani &
Iwnicki, 2016).

Figure 1: A photograph of Huddersfield railway station.

Literature review

The foundation of this study contains a concise
literature review of research in the field of rail steel
testing, as well as the current industry
measurement standards.
Twin disc testing
Twin disc testing is commonly used in the rail
industry to test the damage function resistance of
various rail steels, whilst trying to best simulate the
conditions encountered on track. These tests are
preferrable due to the high level of control they offer

over the test conditions available, as well as the
relative simplicity of manufacturing testing
specimens at a lower cost than full scale components
(Lewis, et al., 2017). A typical twin disc machine
utilizes two discs which are driven by independent
motors to allow for the slip to be controlled and
measured. A loading cell or loading arm is used to
load the upper disc against the lower disc and to
replicate the scaled normal force experienced at full
scale conditions (Galas, Smejkal, Omasta, & Hartl,
2014).
Currently there is much debate by researchers as to
how to scale the full-scale conditions encountered
on track to twin disc scale. This has led to many
different investigations of wear and rolling contact
fatigue (RCF) being developed using various twin
disc rig configurations, with no standard
methodology being agreed upon. This is highly
problematic as the results from each of the different
tests cannot be compared (Lewis, et al., 2017). Some
scholars will use an energy-based approach to
scaling, following the British Rail Research or
University of Sheffield model, which both use the TGamma value developed by British Rail Research.
They may alternatively use the KTH model
developed by the Royal Institute of Technology,
which is a non-energy-based approach that follows
Archard’s theory (Quost, et al., 2010). These
theories will be expanded upon in later sections of
this article.
Tensile testing
Tensile testing is used in the rail industry as a
means of measuring rail steel’s mechanical
properties. This is done by stretching a material to
destruction and measuring the extension. Tensile
testing can be used to find material properties for
use in finite element analysis, which is commonly
used in the railway to solve many rail problems
(Bandula-Heva & Dhanasekar, 2011). Tensile tests
are used to create stress-strain graphs for various
rail steel materials, as they are required to
understand the behavior of the rail head under
wheel loading (Bandula-Heva & Dhanasekar, 2011).
Hardness testing
Hardness is a highly considered parameter when
selecting a rail steel for use on a section of track.
This is highlighted by the fact that most, if not all,
rail steels include their hardness value in their
name, e.g., R260 grade steel has a Brinell hardness
of 260HB. To this end, hardness testing has become
an instrumental part of predicting the damage of
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rail steels, as highlighted in Archard’s theory, which
will be discussed in a future section of this article.
Hardness testing is important, as it can give insight
into the effects of damage mechanisms on rail steels.
For example, in the paper entitled “Investigation of
the influence of rail hardness on the wear of rail and
wheel materials under dry conditions (ICRI wear
mapping project),” wear rate is plotted against a
variety of rail steels with varying hardness values.
Furthermore, hardness mapping is conducted to
view the hardness values at different depths from
the surface of different rail specimens, to see if this
affects wear. This showed some of the general
trends of wear and hardness but gave little
explanation as to why this happens. It is highlighted
in this paper that a lack of material knowledge could
have contributed to this conclusion, amongst other
potential issues highlighted (Lewis, et al., 2019).
Current research
Many papers have attempted to use a combination
of twin disc testing, tensile testing and hardness
testing to develop or verify damage function models
for rail steels. A good example of twin disc testing
can be seen in a paper written by Martin Hiensch,
entitled ‘Rolling contact fatigue: damage function
development from two-disc test data.’ In this paper,
on-track observations are used to test R220 grade
steel under scaled conditions representative of the
full-scale conditions. The findings from the twin
disc tests conducted are then compared to Mark
Burstow’s whole life rail model and seem to help
verify it, thus showing the importance of rail steel
testing in verifying damage function models
(Hiensch & Burgelman, 2018).
Tensile testing has recently been used by Mark
Burstow to attempt to characterize his whole life
rail model using material properties (Burstow,
2009). The necessity for linking material properties
with damage mechanisms is highlighted by the lack
of inclusion of material properties in all major
damage function models. Archard’s theory includes
only hardness in its calculation and Tγ model
includes no material properties. To the authors
knowledge only Burstow has attempted to make the
link between damage mechanisms and other
material properties (Burstow, 2009). This is a good
step into the right direction with regards to
improving the link between material properties and
damage mechanisms, as it has long been thought
that hardness has the biggest impact on damage
mechanisms, which is shown in models such as
Archard’s wear model.

Improving the understanding of the links between
material/mechanical properties to damage
functions should help to improve the understanding
of rail steel performance. The current
understanding in the rail industry is that higher
hardness results in better wear resistance
properties, however in some cases such as HP335
grade steel, the grade performs much better than
steels of similar hardness (British Steel, 2020). This
was shown in tests conducted by Network rail who
recorded damage function data at different track
sites for comparison to standard grade steels
(SUSTRAIL, n.d.). This anomaly shows a necessity
for further understanding which other material
properties may attribute to increased wear and RCF
resistance, which is what this paper will attempt to
do.
Measurement Standards
Rail steels must be rigorously tested before use on
track which is the reason why standards such as the
EN13674-1 2017 exist. This standard contains only
nine pearlitic steels with varying hardness values
(Bevan, Jaiswal, Smith , & Cabral, 2018). BS11 was
the very first British standard issued to rail steel
manufacturers that specified a minimum tensile
strength requirement of 618 N mm-2. In 1985 this
was revised to 710 N mm-2 for standard grade steels
and to 880 N mm-2 for wear resistive grades (Yates,
1996). It is curious that these material properties are
mentioned in the standards but are not yet included
in any wear or RCF models to the authors
knowledge. They are important parameters that are
highlighted by the standards, and hence may have
some impact on the damage function resistance of a
rail steel. These standards also help to show why
tensile testing has become an instrumental part of
rail steel testing.

Research aim

This research will attempt to offer a better
understanding of the link between material
properties and the damage mechanisms of rails.
Improving the understanding of rail steel
performance will have a large benefit to the rail
industry as it can be applied to their existing
infrastructure to help optimise cost savings through
maintenance. If the rail industry understands which
steels are most resistant to wear and rolling contact
fatigue (RCF), and why, then they can then optimise
their infrastructure and planned maintenance, as
well as save money by planning where to utilize
premium steels more effectively.
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BACKGROUND RESEARCH
As well as a literature review this study is
comprised of concise background knowledge
regarding damage mechanisms of railway rails, as
well as relevant material properties, to ensure that
the reader has the necessary underlying
understanding of the parameters and tests included
in this study.

Wheel-rail contact

To begin to understand damage mechanisms it is
imperative to first grasp the fundamentals of what
is happening at the wheel-rail interface and the
various forces, which act over many cycles of
operation. These forces can occur at contact patches
as small as 20 pence coins and can cause large
stresses of approximately 3000 MPa to act between
the wheel and rail (Hernandez, 2008). These
stresses are responsible for plastic flow, wear, and
fatigue damage, which are commonly referred to as
damage mechanisms (Molyneux-Berry, Davis, &
Bevan, 2014).

creepages can be found using Kalker’s theory,
explained below.
If a wheel that is assumed frictionless is freely
moving down a track or especially around a curve,
then due to the conicity and the different rolling
radii of each body (R1 and R2), a longitudinal creep
force is created. Longitudinal creepage (γx) at the
contact patch is also dictated by the angular speed
of the wheelset (ω) and linear velocity (V):

(1)

γx =

Rω − V
V

In quasi- static conditions, the lateral creepage (γy)
is the yaw angle (α) common between two wheels
(Iwnicki, 2006):
(2)

γy = − α

In quasi-static conditions the rail speed (V) is zero
and can be simplified. Spin creepage (γs) can be
found using the below equation (Iwnicki, 2006):

Normal contact
Normal contact describes the stresses, pressures
and deformations that occur when elastic and
spherical bodies interact with each other in
frictionless contact (Hertz, 1881/1896). The
contact patches between the two contacting bodies
tend to be elliptical (Wang & Chung, 2013) and can
be found using either finite element analysis (FEA)
or Hertzian contact theory. These methods can be
used to find the stresses acting at the contact patch
between a railway wheel and rail.

ζ is an algebraic value which is different for each
wheel. This expression shows spin creepage is more
prevalent when flange contact occurs and is a larger
value on smaller radii wheels (Iwnicki, 2006). The
various creepages outlined can be seen in Figure 2.

Tangential contact
The contact patch between rail and wheel is where
the tangential forces will act. These forces include
the traction and braking forces, as well as guiding
and parasitic forces (Iwnicki, 2006). These parasitic
forces do not contribute to the desired motion of the
train. Due to the previously discussed elasticity that
occurs between a wheel and a rail, caused by the
normal contact force, some points at the contact
patch may slip while other points may stick when
the two bodies move relative to each other. This slip
is referred to as creepage and this creepage is
responsible for generating tangential creep forces
and spin moments (ZaaZaa & Schwab, 2009).
Understanding the various creepages is important
as it plays a large part in wear at the wheel-rail
interface, especially in the Tγ model. These

Figure 2: An illustration of the various creepages acting
at the wheel-rail contact patch.

(3)

γs = sin ζ /ro
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Damage mechanisms

There are many mechanisms that can cause damage
to railway wheels and tracks, each of which are
prevalent under different track conditions.
Understanding these mechanisms is critical to help
extend the life expectancy of tracks and wheels.
Wear
Wear is defined as the removal of material from a
solid surface by mechanical action (Shebani &
Iwnicki, 2016). The wear rate of a rail or wheel is a
critical parameter to understand for planning
maintenance as it can be used to predict the life
expectancy of the part in question.
Archard’s theory
A current method of predicting wear rate using
material properties is Archard’s theory, which
suggests that the wear volume (v) is proportional to
the product of normal contact force (N) and slip
distance (s) (Martins, 2001). The slip distance is the
creepage expressed in terms of distance. It also
suggests that wear volume is inversely proportional
to the hardness of a material (H). The equation is as
follows, where ‘k’ is an adhesive wear coefficient:

(4)

v=

kNs
H

T-gamma models
Wear number (Tγ) was originally introduced by
British Rail Research (Braghin et al., 2006) in their
BRR wear model. Tγ is physically just the energy
dissipated from the train’s wheels to the rail
through the wheel rail interface, when in slip. It can
also be thought of as the contact patch frictional
energy (Burstow, 2012). The lateral and
longitudinal creep forces (Tx and Ty) of the train and
the lateral and longitudinal creepages (γx and γy)
can be used to find Tγ:
(5)

Tγ = Tx γx + Ty γy

These Tγ values can then be used in wear functions
and compared to wear regimes to find the severity
of wear (Network Rail, 2012).
The University of Sheffield has also developed a
model that uses Tγ. They propose that Tγ/A, ‘A’
being the contact patch area, would be a better
representation of what happens at the wheel rail
interface (Pombo, Ambrosio, Pereira, & others,

2010). The University of Sheffield model concludes
the same as the BRR model, that wear is more
dominant at higher Tγ values. It is important to
note that neither wear model includes any material
properties in its determination of wear.
RCF prediction modelling
Rolling-contact fatigue (RCF) is defined as a failure
or material removal driven by crack propagation
caused by the near-surface alternating stress field
(Akchurin, 2017). It is important to understand the
conditions that can cause RCF and various models
have attempted to do this.
Whole life rail model
Investigating RCF damage to rails or wheels can be
done using the whole life rail model, developed by
Mark Burstow (Burstow, 2009). According to the
model, fatigue damage is dependent on the frictional
energy at the rail contact patch (Tγ). This can be
best seen in Figure 3, which shows a whole life rail
model damage function graph. This model can be
used to show the conditions that create both wear
and RCF. Whilst developed, and strictly only valid,
for R260 grade steel, this graph has been further
characterized by Burstow using various material
properties.

Figure 3: An example of a whole life rail model graph
(Burstow, 2009).

Shakedown theory
Shakedown theory attempts to directly show the
links between material properties and RCF. It does
this by correlating critical shear stress, normal
contact stress and the tractional coefficient at the
contact patch. It is expected from this method that
RCF will occur above the shakedown limit
(Muhamedsalih, Stow, & Bevan, 2018). This method
however does not account for increasing wear rate,
which reduces and removes the RCF crack
propagation.
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Material properties

It is important to understand material properties
and how they may link to the damage mechanisms.
This is the basis of choosing the correct materials
for use on rails and railway wheels.
Material microstructure
To understand the material properties of typical rail
steels, it is important to see the material
microstructure. The microstructure of rail steels
commonly will consist fully of pearlite or pearlitic
steel, as seen in Figure 4. Pearlite is formed during
a slow cooling process that is characterized by the
joint arrangement of thin layers of ferrite and
cementite (D.Raabe, N/A). It is these thin layers of
cementite and small inter-lamellar spacings that
give rail steels such high wear resistive properties
compared to other steels.

compression or tension. It is the highest stress a
material can undergo and its maximum resistance
to fracture (CORROSIONPEDIA, 2018).
Young’s modulus
Youngs modulus (E) describes the elastic properties
of a solid under tension and compression in one
direction. It is a measure of a materials ability to
withstand changes in length caused by tension and
compression (Britannica, N/A). Mathematically it is
the longitudinal stress (σ) divided by the strain (ξ):
E =

(6)

σ
ξ

Many authors believe that the fracture strain of a
material is related to wear of a solid body. The
fracture strain being dependent on the ratio of
hardness (H) to young’s modulus (E). The higher
this ratio and with a moderately high hardness, the
better wear resistance a material is said to have
(Wangyang, Cheng, Lukitsch, Weiner, & Lev,
2004).
Yield strength
Yield strength is the point at which a material
enters the plastic deformation region. Where the
point of yield is not easily defined, a proof stress is
sometimes taken instead, this is commonly where
0.2 percent plastic deformation occurs (Wikipedia,
2020).

Figure 4: An illustration heavily inspired by (Tomoya,
Shigeru, & Hamanda , 2013), on the microstructure of a
typical rail steel.

Hardness
Hardness is defined as a materials ability to resist
plastic deformation (Peter, 2007). It is very typical
of rail steels to include a value of Brinell hardness in
their name, for example R200 and R260b steel. This
shows that hardness is highly considered when
selecting a material for rails and wheels. This fits in
with Archard’s theory as harder materials would
implicitly have a better wear resistance. Pearlitic
rail steels also become much harder under work
hardening conditions which is why they are favored
for their wear resistive properties.
Ultimate tensile strength
Ultimate tensile strength (UTS) is defined as the
maximum stress a material can undergo when in

Percentage elongation
Percentage elongation (Pe) is the amount of plastic
and elastic deformation that can occur in a material
up to the point of fracture. To calculate this
parameter, the original length (Lo) is compared to
the final length (Lf), giving the following equation:

(7)

Pe (%) =

Lf − Lo
× 100
Lo

Percentage elongation is useful for finding the
ductility of a material and can be used to give a
general sense of malleability and toughness
properties (CORROSIONPEDIA, 2018).
TESTING METHODOLOGY
The key to acquiring the mechanical, RCF and wear
properties of several steel specimens was to conduct
a tensile test and a twin disc test. These parameters
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were then going to be compared to each other to
show any links between them.

Tensile testing

Tensile tests were conducted at the Institute of
Railway Research (IRR) using an Instron 8874
tensile machine, seen in Figure 5, to stretch fourteen
rail steel samples, seven from the head of a rail and
seven from the foot, to destruction. The young’s
modulus, ultimate tensile strength, yield strength
and percentage elongation of each were calculated.

Hardness testing

Hardness testing was not conducted for this project
and instead values of hardness for each steel sample
were taken from existing IRR hardness data.
RESULTS ANALYSIS
The main purpose of this study is the postprocessing and analysis of existing and new damage
function data, as well as material property data.

Tensile results

From the tensile tests conducted at the IRR, the
data was post-processed to give a stress-strain
graph for each rail steel specimen. These graphs
were used to find the various material properties
stated in the methodology.
Ultimate tensile strength vs hardness
Comparing ultimate tensile strength and hardness
shows a strong linear correlation coefficient of 0.91
between the two parameters, as can be seen in
Figure 7.

Figure 5: A photograph of the Instron 8874 tensile
testing machine used in this study.

Twin disc testing

Due to the Covid-19 outbreak, the intended twin
disc test for this project was not conducted, however
various documents and input parameters have been
verified for a potential future test using the IRR’s
twin disc rig, seen in Figure 6. Due to these
circumstances, it was necessary to compare the
tensile data found against the existing wear and
RCF data gathered by Burstow and added to by the
IRR.

Figure 7: A graph of UTS vs hardness.

Yield strength vs hardness
It was then tested to see if a linear correlation
existed between yield strength and hardness, as
shown in Figure 8. The data found only shows a
0.63 correlation coefficient, which suggests that
hardness tests may not be a good measure of yield
strength.

Figure 6: A photograph of the twin disc testing machine
at the IRR.
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from the test conducted in this article, significant
conclusions were drawn on the link between
material properties and wear.
Hardness
The logical first step to improving upon the
existing understanding of the effects of material
properties on wear was to plot wear rate vs
hardness. This is because in many existing wear
models, such as Archard’s, hardness is the only
material property used in the wear rates
formulation.
Figure 8: A graph of yield strength vs hardness.

Rail head vs rail foot
The last conclusion to be drawn from the isolated
tensile test was that generally, the young’s modulus
of a material at the head of a rail and the foot of a
rail are similar (<5% percentage difference). The
UTS at the head and foot of the different rail
materials, however, can be seen to have significant
differences of above five percent. The most
significant discrepancy in material properties at the
head and foot of the rail is apparent when analysing
the yield strength of the various samples, with most
being well over ten percent different (max 24%
different). This can be seen in Figure 9. These
discrepancies will be discussed further in this
project.

Figure 10: A graph of wear rate vs hardness.

The correlation found in Figure 10, between wear
rate and hardness, was found to be strong, negative,
and linear (R2 = 0.89), however it was believed this
could be improved upon.
Hardness/ young’s modulus
To test whether the previously mentioned theory of
a ratio of hardness (H) to young’s modulus (E) is
viable, graphs were plotted of H/E, H/E2 and
H3/E2 using the tensile data found, and Burstow’s
data.

Figure 9: A bar chart of the percentage differences
between material properties at the head and foot of a
rail.

Wear results

Using existing twin disc data gathered by Burstow
and added to by the IRR, as well as the tensile data

Figure 11: A graph of wear rate vs H/E & H/E2.
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Figure 11 shows that neither the ratio of H/E (R2=
0.88) or H/E2 (R2= 0.82) has a better correlation to
wear data than hardness (R2= 0.89). H/E is a ratio
that characterizes a material’s resistance to elastic
deformation. A ratio of H/E2 is expected to correlate
better with abrasive and erosive wear as it can
indicate a material’s resistance to permanent
damage (Surzhenhov, 2016), however as shown in
Figure 11 this is not the case. For the sake of testing
the entire theory, the parameter of H3/E2 will be
analysed. This parameter allows for the estimation
of the dissipation of energy at plastic deformation
during load within the materials endurance
(Surzhenhov, 2016).

Young’s modulus/ hardness
After it was observed that the correlation coefficient
was reduced in the H/E graphs, the ratio of E/H
was plotted, to see if it would have any improvement
in the correlation to the wear data. This was
expected to increase the correlation more than H/E
as Archard’s theory includes hardness in the
denominator of its formula.

Figure 13: A graph of wear rate vs E/H & E2/H3.

Figure 12: A graph of wear rate vs hardness & H3/E2
Figure 12 shows that the ratio of H3/E2 (R2 = 0.82)

also shows no greater correlation to wear data than
hardness, meaning the addition of the young’s
modulus may have no impact on the wear, however
both Figure 11 and Figure 12 still show a strong
linear correlation between the ratio and wear rate,
hinting that it could. A high H/E, in the theory
mentioned, should be beneficial to wear resistance,
which is supported in each of the graphs as they all
have strong correlations. Theoretically, a high H/E
ratio with a moderately high hardness, has a higher
elastic strain to fracture, meaning good toughness
properties. However, this could only be true for
surfaces with pre-existing flaws or cracks, as
generally tougher and more elastic materials (low
E) are able to resist abrasive wear well. With flaws
present, a stiffer (higher E) material surface could
resist the forces that open cracks better (Bhusan,
2001). This could be one of the reasons that the
correlation coefficient decreases, as some new
evidence suggests that a lower young’s modulus
value will have more wear resistance than one with
similar hardness but higher young’s modulus.

Unlike previously, the correlation of the E/H (R2=
0.92) and E2/H3 (R2= 0.94) ratios to wear rate has
improved, as can be seen in Figure 13 as compared
to Figure 10. Through a trial-and-error method and
an understanding of other material properties, the
percentage elongation (Pe) of each material will
now be applied to the previous ratio ((E2*Pe)/H3) to
see if it yields better correlation to the wear data.

Figure 14: A graph of wear rate vs hardness & E2*Pe/H3.

As can be seen in Figure 14, the correlation
coefficient of the (E2*Pe)/H3 ratio to wear data is
0.98, which is much higher than the 0.89 produced
by plotting wear versus hardness (Figure 10). This
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significant increase in the correlation coefficient
may suggest a better model for plotting against
wear data and a greater understanding of how more
material properties link to wear. This model agrees
with Archard’s theory, that the inverse of hardness
is proportional to wear rate, which partially justifies
why the correlation coefficient is better when the
hardness is included on the bottom of the ratio in
the model discussed in this article.
Figure 14 suggests that a material with a high

hardness, a low young’s modulus, and low
percentage elongation, will have better wear
resistive properties. It has been suggested in
previous papers that the E/H ratio is a valid
parameter to use for estimating the wear rate of
materials (Bhusan, 2001). The percentage
elongation was included due to a relationship found
in a publication on the effects of heat treatment on
mechanical properties and the study of the wear
behavior of dual-phase steels using air jet erosion
testing, written by Sunil Kumar Rajput and other
authors. This paper shows a correlation that lower
percentage elongation generally means lower wear
loss. As percentage elongation is the amount of
plastic and elastic deformation a material can take
before fracturing, it would make sense to include it
on the top of the ratio (E2 /H3). H3 /E2 allows the
estimation of the dissipation of energy at plastic
deformation during loading that a material can
endure. With this definition, it is evident as to why
the percentage elongation should also be included,
as both parameters attempt to measure the plastic
deformation to fracture.

supplement the project, post-processing of RCF
data, produced by Burstow, was conducted to help
characterize the whole life rail model (WLRM)
graph using material properties.
An example of Burstow’s characterization of a
WLRM graph can be seen in Figure 15, along with
Figure 16, which uses data produced by Burstow to
show the estimated WLRM function for different
rail steels.

Figure 15: A graph of a characterized whole life rail
model of R260 using theories by (Burstow, 2009).

Creating a wear rate model
From the near perfect linear relationship shown
between (E2*Pe)/H3 and the wear data from
Burstow, led to the derivation of equations to
predict wear rate from material properties.

Figure 16: A graph of the various whole life rail
estimated model properties of several rail steels, created
using data by (Burstow, 2009) and added to by the
Institute of Railway Research.

Wear RateNew = Wear Rate260 − (8E − 15 ∗
(E 2 ∗ Pe)/H 3 260 − (E 2 ∗ Pe)/H 3 New )

From Figure 15, Burstow derived equations to
quantify each of the significant points marked on the
graph. These equations are as follows:

(8)

2

E ∗ Pe
Wear RateNew = 8E − 15 ∗ ( 3
) − 69.008
H New
(9)

(10)

RCF results

The Covid-19 virus unfortunately prevented access
to a twin disc rig, meaning no rolling contact fatigue
(RCF) data could be gathered. As an alternative to

(11)

TγThreshold = 15 ×

HardnessNew Material
Hardness260 Material

TγBalance = 175 ×

HardnessNew Material
Harndess260 Material
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(12)

RCFpeak = 10 ×

RCF65 = 10 ×

(13)

Elongation260 Material
ElongationNew Material

RCF Resistance260 Material
RCF ResistanceNew Material

Hardness vs no. cycles to RCF initiation
Hardness is used to characterise the Tγ Threshold
and Tγ Balance in Burstow’s WLRM equations,
presumably due to its high correlation (0.975) to the
number of cycles to initiate RCF cracks, as seen in
Figure 17. Tγ Threshold is the Tγ value at which
RCF will begin to occur. Tγ Balance is the
transition point from RCF to wear. The Tγ
Threshold value should be proportional to the
number of cycles to RCF initiation, so it is
reasonable as to why Burstow uses hardness in his
calculation of Tγ Threshold and Tγ Balance.

Figure 18: A graph of RCF data plotted against UTS
(Burstow, 2009).

UTS whole life rail model

Figure 18 displayed the potential for estimating the

initiation of RCF cracks using UTS. Due to this, the
Tγ Threshold and Tγ Balance was formulated using
UTS data and the existing R260 grade data, to help
create a new WLRM graph. This gave the following
equations:

(14)

TγThreshold = 15 ×

UTSNew Material
UTS260 Material

(15)

TγBalance = 175 ×

UTSNew Material
UTS260 Material

Using these new equations, as well as equation 12
and equation 13, a new WLRM graph was plotted,
as seen in Figure 19.
Figure 17: A graph of RCF data plotted against
hardness (Burstow,2009).

No. cycles to RCF initiation vs UTS
It was attempted in this study to see if the
previously found ratio of (E2 *Pe)/H3 would yield
greater correlation to the RCF resistance of the
different steel samples, however this showed a lower
correlation than plotting against hardness. Despite
this it was found in this study that the average
ultimate tensile strength taken from the head and
foot of the rail samples, had a perfect correlation (R2
= 1) to the RCF resistance data, used in Burstow’s
studies. This can be seen in Figure 18.

Figure 19: A whole life rail model using UTS equation
13 and equation 14.
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When comparing Figure 19 and Figure 16 it can be
noted that when using UTS to characterize the
WLRM, the Tγ Threshold and Tγ Balance values
are lower for all of the steel grades, compared to
using hardness, like in Burstow’s equations. This
implies that each of the steels may begin to
experience RCF crack initiation at a lower Tγ than
estimated by Burstow’s model. As well as this the
UTS WLRM estimates that the wear region may
begin at a lower Tγ value than estimated by
Burstow’s WLRM.
Overall, the UTS WLRM shows that the rail steels
may have a slightly lower life expectancy than
predicted using Burstow’s WLRM. Burstow’s
WLRM and the UTS WLRM do appear very
similar due to the high proportionality between
hardness and UTS. The rail industry holds the
hardness of rail steels to a high regard concerning
damage mechanism resistance; however, it may be
that the UTS is the important parameter.
DISCUSSION
Detailed analysis of the material properties found in
this project could help to support existing findings.
For example, the correlation found between
hardness and ultimate tensile strength, as seen in
Figure 7, may help to support claims that hardness
tests can be used as a means of also finding the
ultimate tensile strength magnitude, which is a
useful finding for saving money when testing rail
steels. The material analysis conducted within this
project also shows that yield strength is vastly
different between the head and foot of a rail, as
evidenced in Figure 9. The maximum difference
being as high as 24%. This could be investigated in
another study to see if this has any effect on the life
cycle of a rail and the reasons behind this
phenomenon. It is speculated in this study that the
heat treatment of samples was the reason for such
discrepancies in results. The data showed that
HP335, a non-heat-treated specimen, had no
difference in yield strength at the head and foot whilst the other specimens exhibited large
differences. The cooling rate of heat-treated
samples is said to have a large impact on the yield
strength of a material (Ochoa, Williams, & Chawla,
2003).
Comparing material properties to wear within this
report has yielded evidence for a potential method
of predicting wear rate, which includes material
properties that have not been considered in previous

railway wear models. The understanding that a
ratio of young’s modulus squared and percentage
elongation to hardness cubed ((E2*Pe)/H3) could
have a potentially large impact on the wear resistive
properties of a rail steel, is of high value to the rail
industry, with regards to maintenance costing and
scheduling. The implications of this project could
lead to further testing to prove the model’s
repeatability and accuracy for use in the industry,
and could help to update current damage prediction
models, like those discussed in the background
research section of this project. Due to Covid-19
preventing tests being conducted for this project
and a limited amount of data for analysis, it would
be imperative to test that the proposed ratio
displays the same correlations shown to the data
used in this project.
Comparing material properties to rolling contact
fatigue (RCF) in this project, as seen in Figure 17
and Figure 18, led to new ideas for characterizing
Mark Burstow’s whole life rail model (WLRM).
Findings in this report showed that a potentially
stronger correlation existed between ultimate
tensile strength (UTS) and RCF resistance (R2 =
1.0) than with hardness and RCF resistance (R2 =
0.975). This led to the idea that Mark Burstow’s
WLRM material characterization equations may be
more accurate when UTS is included instead of
hardness, as can be seen in equations 14 and 15
compared to equations 10 and 11. The UTS data
was taken by averaging the UTS of samples from
the head and foot of the rail. The material properties
found in the tensile test conducted for this study and
used in this analysis, may not be an exact match to
the material properties of the samples used by
Burstow to gather his data. It would be interesting
to see further research on this as other material
properties such as fracture strain, yield strength and
a ratio of (H3/(E2*Pe)), also showed better
correlation to the RCF resistance data than
hardness. This may show that ductility and
toughness properties must be considered to predict
RCF crack initiation and wear properties, and not
just hardness. Furthermore, the ability of a material
to resist fracture may also be an important
parameter in determining the RCF resistance of a
material. The new wear model discussed in this
project also supports this statement.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, considering the limitations of this
project due to COVID-19, it has successfully
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compared experimental tensile test data from
several rail steel samples to wear and RCF data
which was available in literature. From this a new
method for predicting wear has been proposed using
material properties not previously considered. This
research also provides supporting evidence towards
existing findings on the relationship between
hardness and ultimate tensile strength. Moreover,
it highlights the necessity for further understanding
as to why differences in yield strength exist in the
foot and head of the rail steel specimens of this
report. Further to raising research questions, this
project has attempted to offer another possible way
of characterizing Mark Burstow’s whole life rail
model, based on findings in this report. These
collective finding should all help to contribute
towards offering a better understanding of the link
between material properties and damage
mechanisms of rails, thus helping to improve
maintenance scheduling and costing.
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